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I agree. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Sportster Model Sportster. Real Red with lots of chrome.
Excellent condition. Runs superb. Built like a CVO bike: big factory heads, duel plug cylinders,
single fire ignition, gas charged rear shocks, adjustable front end, triple thread chrome steel
rims, duel front breaks Must see and take it for a ride. Comes with saddle bags and a
windshield. This model was only made for 3 years. Garage kept. Extremely fast, great pick up.
Easy turns. Meticulously maintained. Only selling because I moved and don't have the extra
space and have another bike. Ihis is a modified S, Engine has less than a thousand miles on an
overhaul. The engine had Thunderstorm heads that have been duel pluged and ported, Andrews
cams, Crain lifters,reworked carb, Kuryakyn air cleener, Screanin' Eagle mufflers. Vary strong
running bike. Mustang seats with back rest. I also have a lot of spair parts that will go with the
bike, wheels tires, heads, extra windsheld, fenders,all the stock parts that came off the bike. Has
been wired for intercom, and I have one set of headsets to go with it. Trailer hitch, and wirring.
Lots of Kuryakyn parts and lights on the bike. Saddle bags, and tool kit. The motorcycle is
located in Blaine WA. Make Suzuki. Model Hayabusa Limited Edition. This is a one owner
motorcycle with just 8, miles. This motorcycle rides incredibly smooth, and looks absolutely
amazing. The Preparation Inspection was approved by our service department and all
maintenance is up to date for Check our reviews on Facebook and Google, we are rated one of
the best Dealerships in Florida. We have built a certified staff with decades of experience and
combined it with a business plan built around you, the customer. Come experience what a new
age Motorcycle Shop feels like. Check us out on Facebook, give us a review! Also roller rocker
arms, tricked out carb with Kuryakyn hypercharger. Recent new brakes installed with HD free
floating rotors front and back. Screaming Eagle mufflers with Six Shooter tips. Tires are Avon
Venom. It has Kuryakyn forward controls with heel rests and lots of extra chrome. Always
garaged. Bike is set up for single rider but comes with buddy pillion and a sissy bar. Tons of
extra parts. This is a beautiful bike that is very nimble and quick. The paint has a few rock chips
on front of tank but nothing serious. I would rate the paint job as very good. This bike is free of
issues and needs nothing. Cash is preferred but I will accept checks but it will delay delivery
and title transfer until funds are released. I am in the Houston area and can be reached at
Deposit is non-refundable. New battery and tires, 2 into 1 exhaust, dual plug high compression
heads, adjustable sport shocks, many chrome upgrades, tank bra, upgraded seat plus original
badlander seat. Built in garage door opener. Cobra exhaust Corbin seat Quick detach
windshield Newer tires. It breaks my heart to let her go, but I'd like to see someone ride her.
Need to sell her, all offers considered. The "Sport" sub-model makes this a super cool and rare
bike. Dual front calipers, two spark plugs per cylinder, pre-load and dampening adjustment on
front and rear suspension, higher compression ratio, and more all from the factory. This is a
super clean, reliable, and fun bike. I have done numerous bolts on and a ton of professional
powdercoating to make it different, as well as add-ons like polyurethane riser bushings,
vibranators, anti-vibration footpegs, and rubber grips to make this a very fun and also
comfortable bike to ride. I have done miles on it in a day, alone and with my wife. This truly is a
just gas it up and go type of bike. It gets mid 40s in mpg consistently with a rebuilt carburetor
done this season. Tires have plenty of life rear done more recently than front , and fluids have
been done this season. I have taken good care of it, with 11, of the 29, miles put on by me in the
last two seasons exploring MN and WI. I love this bike and am sad to see it go, but I have found
that a sport touring bike is what will suit me best. If I could afford both, there is no way I would

sell this bike. I have a super rare 03 R 2-into-1 exhaust on the bike. This is a genuine Harley
exhaust, and it really complements the power output of the engine, and sounds great when you
go. I also have the stock head-pipe which is wrapped with slip-on mufflers that have been
ceramic coated black professionally. I also have almost every stock part that has been replaced
if needed to be changed back, including the handlebars and forward controls that I changed ou
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ford aerostar parts
t for the mid controls which are on the bike now one forward control mount didn't come off
easily, so has some mars, but could be fixed or replaced easily if the mid-controls aren't what
you want. I also have a crash bar with highway pegs, a pillow top 2-up seat, and a quick detach
sissy bar with a luggage rack that will be included. This is a solid bike, and you will find it is
great fun to ride, and can be very versatile with all of the included accessories. Pictures show
both exhaust options, as well as the currently installed drag bars and taller stock bars. Payson,
AZ. Day Heights, OH. Alamo Heights, TX. Olmos Park, TX. Rock Springs, WY. North Fork, CA.
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